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THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF UGANDA AT KAMPALA

[Richard Butct'ra, DCJ; Elizabcth Musokc, JA and Cht'borion Barishaki, JA]

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 258 OF 2015

KABAZI ISSA APPELLANT
VERSUS

UGANDA RESPONDENT

(Aising from tlrc dccision of the High Court by Elizabeth lanc Alioitlza, J in High Court
Cininal case No.093 ol2012, ilated the 23'd day of luly 2075)

IUDGMENT OF THE COURT

Introduction
The appellant, Kabazi Issa was indicted with 2 counts of Aggravated

Defilement contrary to Section 129 (3) and (4) of the Penal Code Act. Justice

Elizabeth Jane Alividza, J, convicted and sentenced the appellant to 32 years

imprisonment on each count, the sentences were to run concurrently.

Background to the appeal

It was alleged that in the month of March 201,2 at Lwanjaba landing site in

Wakiso District, the appellant performed sexual acts with Nakabuye Joan

(count 1) and Nakanwagi Passy (count 2), girls under the age of 14 years.

The case for the prosecution was that the appellant defiled several girls, gave

them money and threatened to bewitch and kill them if they told anyone.

In March 20'12 at Lwajaba, Nkumba, there was a misunderstanding between a

group of girls who were fighting over the fact that one of them had more money

than the others. When the adults inquired further, it was discovered that they

had been getting money from the appellant who was performing sexual acts on

them. The victims' mothers reported the matter to the LC1 Chairman who

reported the matter to the Police. The appellant was beaten by the residents ancl

he was later arrested and taken to Kasenyi Police post.
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5 The appellant was charged, tried and convicted of both counts of Aggravated

Defilement. He was sentenced to 35 years imprisonment on each count, from

which the trial Judge deducted the 3 years spent on remand, which left the

appeltant with 32 years' imprisonment to serve. l-he sentence was to run

concurrently.

Being aggrieved by the decision of the trial Court, the appellant appeals before

this Court against conviction and sentence on the following grounds:

1. The learned trial judge erred in law and fact when she disregarded the

discrepancies and inconsistencies in the prosecution evidence on record

thereby occasioning a miscarriage of iustice.

2. Without preiudice to the foregoing, the learned trial iudge erred in law

and fact when she sentenced the appellant to 32 years imprisonment,
which sentence is illegal, manifestly harsh and excessive in the

circumstances.

Legal representation
At the hearing, Mr. Kumbuga Richard appeared for the appellant on State brief.

Ms. Fatina Nakafeero, a Chief State Attorney, appeared for the respondent.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, the appellant was not physically

present in Court but attended the proceedings via video link using Zoom

technology from Prisons.

Both counsel filed their written submissions.

30 Submissions of counsel on ground 1
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1. The learned trial |udge erred in law and fact when she disregarded the

discrepancies and inconsistencies in the prosecution evidence on record

thereby occasioning a miscarriage of justice.

Counsel for the appellant submitted that the ingredient of participation was not

proved by the prosecution. He argued that there were major inconsistencies in

the evidence of the prosecution witnesses as seen below:-
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5 1. That the evidence of the victim's medical reports on Police form 3A is to

the effect that both the victim's hymens were intact and there was no sign

of defilement. Counsel argued that this evidence is inconsistent with the

victim's evidence in which they state that there was actual sexual

intercourse.
2. The retraction of PW1's statement that the appellant had confessed to

committing the offence.

3. Inconsistencies in the prosecution witness evidence as to which exact girls

were quarrelling about who had more money.

4. Inconsistencies as to who told PW3 about what the appellant was doing

to the victims.
5. Inconsistencies as to whether PW4's mother found out about PW4's

defilement while she was in P.4 or P.5.

6. Whether PW5 (the 2na victim) really knew the appellant as she stated that

when she left the appellant's home, she tolcl the mother what happened

and the appellant was arrested, yet the appellant was arrested under

different circumstances.

Counsel argued that the inconsistencies and contradictions raised above show

that the appellant did not perform the alleged sexual acts upon the victims and

that he was being framed. He relied on the case of Candiga Szoadickzts. Uganda,

Court of Appeal Criminal Appeat No.23 of 2012. where Court held: "The lau;

on contradictions antl inconsistencies is well settled. Major contradictions and

inconsistencies toill ttsually result in the eaidence of the witnesses being

rejected unless they are satisfactorily explabred aruay. Minor ones, on other

hantl zuill otrly lead to rejectiotr of the eoidence if tlrcy point to deliberate

untruthfulness on the part of the toitness '.. "

Counsel therefore submitted that had the learned trial Judge addressed her

mind to all the contradictory facts, she would have reached a conclusion that

the appellant did not perform the alleged sexual acts upon the victim's or that

he was being framed.

On the other hand, counsel for the respondent submitted that section 729 (31 of
the Penal Code Amendment Act 2007, provides:

"Any person who performs a sexual act with another Person who is
below the age of 18 years in any of the circumstances specified in sub
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section (4) commits a felony called aggravated defilement and is on
conviction by the High Court liable to suffer death."

She submitted that section 129 of the Penal Code Amendment Act 2007,

defines a sexual act for purposes of the section to mean:-

a) "Penetration of the vagina, mouth or anus however slight, of any person
by a sexual organ.

b) The unlawful use of any object or organ by a person on another person's
sexual organ."

Counsel thus submitted that, from the foregoing definition of a sexual act, the

presence of penetration or injuries is not mandatory in proving defilement

anymore. She averred that the intention oi the amendment Act was to widen
the definition of defilement and it's implication is that even a mere touch of the

victim's sexual organ by either the sexual organ of the suspect or even an object

used by the suspect is sufficient to prove a sexual act in defilement.

She contended that the position on proof of a sexual act has been laid down in
several cases of this Court and the Supreme Court. Counsel cited the case of
Baseeta Hussein zts. llganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal No.35 of 1995,

where Court held "the act of sexual intercourse or penetration may be proaed
by direct or ciraunstantial eaidence. Sexual intercourse is protted by the

oictim's oun eoidence and corroborated with nredical or any other eaidence."

Counsel further relied on the case of Private Wepukhulu Nyunguli as. Uganda,

Supreme Court Criminal Appeal No.21 of 2001, where Court held: "zuhether or
rot sexual intercourse took place in a particular case is a matter of fact to be

established by the eoidence. Nonnally in sexunl offences, the oictint's ettidence

is the best eaidence on the issre of penetratiotr and etten identification but other
cogent eaideflce ,nay also snffice to proae acts of sexual intercourse."

Counsel submitted that the flow of the testimonies of PW2, PW3, PW4 and PW5

was highly corroborative and had no major contradictions as to the

identification of the appellant as the susPect.

Counsel contended that the victims were in close proximity in time and place

as well as duration of observation to the appellant. She submitted that the

factors favouring identification were present and the witnesses could not have
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5 mistaken the appellant. she relied on the case of Abdulla Nabukere & Another

vs. Uganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal No'19 of 1978.

As regards the inconsistency about who among the witnesses was quarrelling

for the money given to them by the appellant, counsel submitted that these

contradictions or inconsistencies are minor and clo not touch the root of the case.

She prayed that they be disregarded. Counsel cited the Supreme Court case of

Kato lohn Kyambadde €t anor as. llganda, Crhninal Appeal No'0030 of 2014,

which referred to the famous Alfred Tajar us Uganda, EACA, DR Appeal

No.1.67 of 1969, where Court held: "tolrcre tlrcre are contradictiotts in the

eoidence of a zuitness, the decidirrg factor in law is tuhether they poittt to
de lib er at e untntthftr ln e s s... "

Counsel prayed that Court finds that the contraclictions and inconsistencies

were minor and did not touch the root of the matter in the circumstances of this

case. She prayed that the decision of the trial Judge be upheld.
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2. Without prejudice to the foregoing, the learned trial judge erred in law

and fact when she sentenced the appellant to 32 years imprisonment,

which sentence is illegal, manifestly harsh and excessive in the

circumstances.

Counsel for the appeltant submitted that the learned trial Judge did not

properly take into account the principle of uniformity and the mitigating factors

while sentencing thereby arriving at a harsh and excessive sentence.

He relied on the Supreme Court decision in Criminal Appeal No.27 f 2005,

Aharikundira Yustina os. Llganda, where Court held: "consistency is a t:ital
principle of a sentencing regime. It is deeply rooted in the rule of law and

requires that lazos be applied utith equality and zuithout differentiation."

35

Counsel submitted that in the case of Attguyo Silioa as. Uganda, Court of
Appeal Criminal Appeal No. 38 of 2074, this Court quoted with approval the

case of Tibonthanga Emmarutel os. llganda, Court of Appeal Criminal Appeal

No. 38 of 20L4, where it was held that in the absence of any other aggravating
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5 factors like HIV, the sentencing range for aggravated defilement is 11-15 years

imprisonment.

Counsel submitted that, in the instant case, the appellant was found to be a first

offender, aged Soyears, a family man with a wife and 5 children, a responsible

man taking care of his blind mother and his 5 siblings.

He contended that had the trial Judge addressed her mind to these mitigating

factors and this Court's decision in Tiboruhanga (aryrn), she would have

arrived at a more lenient sentence.

Counsel concluded that without prejudice to the other grounds of appeal, the

sentence of 32 years be found to have been harsh and excessive and substitute

it with a lenient sentence of 15 years on each of the counts to run concurrently,

upon consideration of the perio<l spent on remand.

On the other hand, counsel for the respondent submitted that an appellant

Court will normally not interfere with the discretion of the sentencing Judge

unless the sentence is illegal or unless Court is satisfied that the sentence

imposed by the trial Judge was manifestly so excessive to amount to an

injustice. See: Kyalimpa Edward os. Llganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal

No.10 of 1995.

Counsel contended that the learned trial Judge considered both the mitigating

and aggravating factors, as well as the period sPent on remand.

As regards the argument on consistency in sentencing and that the argument

that the sentencing range for aggravated defilement does not exceed 15 years,

counsel submitted that for the offence of aggravated defilement, the starting

point in sentencing is 30 years and the maximum being death, as per the

Constitution (sentencing guidelines for Courts of Judicature) (Practice)

Directions 2013.

She contended that each case presents its own facts upon which Courtexercises

its discretion to determine an appropriate sentence. she relied on the case of

Sekitoleko Yudah fi others as. llganda, Supteme Coutt Criminal Appeal, No.33
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5 of 2014, where Court held: " An appropriate sentence is a matter for the

discretion of the sentencing ludge, each case presents its own facts upon which

a ludge exercises his discretiotr..' "

Counsel submitted that in Muwonge Fulgensio as llganda, Court of Appeal

criminal Appeal No. 0586 of 2014 and Kaddu Kaaulu Laurence zts. uganda,

Supreme Court Crtminal Appeal No.72 of 2018, Court cliverted from the

principle of consistency in sentencing and emphasised that an appropriate

sentence is a matter for the discretion of a sentencing Court as each case Presents

its own facts upon which Court exercises its discretion.

She further submitted that in the case of Bukenya loseph t's. Uganda, Supreme

court crinritral Appeal No.17 of 2019, Court confirmed a sentence of 20 years

imprisonment for aggravated defilement. Counsel thus argued that this

disaproves the appellant's submission that the sentencing range for aggravated

defilement is between 11-15 years imprisonment.

Regarding counsel for the appellants' submission that the appellant is a family

man with 5 children and a blind mother to take care of and therefore deserves

a more lenient sentence, counsel for the respondent submitted that the same

argument was disregarded by the supreme Court in the case of oiangole os.

lJgantla, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal, No.33 of 2074 and Court upheld a 32

years imprisonment sentence for the offence of aggravated robbery.

Counsel therefore submitted that the sentence passed was neither illegal, harsh

nor excessive in the circumstances of this case. She prayed that the decision of

the trial Judge be upheld.

Consideration bv Court

This is a first appeal and as such this Court is required under Rule 30(1) of the

Judicature (Court of Appeal Rules) Directions, s.I 13-10 to re-appraise the

evidence and make its inferences on issues of law and fact. see Bogete Moses

and another os. Llganda, Supreme Court Crininal Appeal No.01 of 1997'
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5 We have carefully studied and considered the court record, the submissions of

both counsel and the law cited. we are also alive to the standard of proof in

criminal cases and the principle that an accused PeISon should be convicted on

the strength of the prosecution case and not on the weakness of the defence,

save in a few statutory exceptions. see Sekitoleko a. llganda 119671 EA 531 - lf
there is any doubt created in the prosecution case, that doubt must be resolved

in favour of the accused person. See: Woolmington a. DPP 119351 AC 462.

We shall, in accordance with the above authorities, proceed to re-appraise the

evidence and to make our own inferences on both issues of law and fact.

Resolution of ground 1

It was counsel for the appellant's contention that the learned trial Judge erred

when she disregarded the following discrepancies and contradictions in the

prosecution evidence:-

1. That the evidence of the victim's medical reports on Police form 34 is to

the effect that both the victim's hymens were intact and there was no sign

of defilement. counsel argued that this evidence is inconsistent with the

prosecution witness evidence in which they state that there was actual

sexual intercourse.
2. The retraction of PW1's statement that the appellant had confessed to

committing the offence.

3. Inconsistencies in the prosecution witness evidence as to which exact girls

were quarrelling about who had more money.

4. Inconsistencies as to who told PW3 about what the appellant was doing

to the victims.
5. Inconsistencies as to whether PW4's mother found out about PW4's

defilement while she was in P.4 or P.5.

6. Whether PW5 (the 2n'r victim) really knew the appellant as she stated that

when she left the appellant's home, she told the mother what happened

and the appellant was arrested, yet the appellant was arrested under

different circumstances.

The law on contradictions/ inconsistencies in evidence was articulated by the

Supreme Court in Obwalatum Francis vs. Uganda, Criminal Appeal No' 30 of

2015, where the Court held that: ..-
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5 "The Law on itrcortsistelr.cy is to the effect that uhere there are

contradictiotts and discrepancies betzueen proseuttion toitnesses tohich

are rninor and of a trioial nature, these nmy be ignored unless they poittt
to deliberate untruthfnlness. Howeaer, ulrcre contradictions anrl

discrepancies are graae, this would ordinarily leatl to the rejection of such

testimony unless satisfactorily explained."

In the instant case, PW4, Nakabuye Joan (1* victim) and PW5, Percy Nakanwagi

(fn.t victim), who knew the appellant well as he defiled them several times in

his garden, testified that the appellant used to rub his penis on their private

parts and a white substance would come out. Accorcling to the victim's, the

appellant threatened to bewitch them and kill them if they told anyone.

PW2, Halimah Naluggwa, the mother to the second victim testified that she

took her daughter to the doctor who examined her and confirmed that the

appellant's penis did not enter the girl's vagina but the penis had been used on

top of her vagina as it had reddened. This explains why when they were

medically examined by Police, the report on Police Form 3, showed that their

hymens were intact. The trial Judge was alive to this issue and stated as

follows:-

"Court has to detennine whether senml acts uere perfonned on the aictims.

Sectionl2g of the Penal Code Act as amended defines "sexrtal act" to ntean;

(a)Penetration of the oagina, mouth or anus, hozoetter slight, of any

person by a sexual organ;
(b)The unlawfttl use of any obiect or organ by a person on another

person's sexual organ;

"sexttal orgtll" ,ne*ns a ttagina or a penis,

ln the case of Baseeta Hussein os. llganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal

No.35 of 1995, that zoas relied on in the llganda os' Brtsuulztsa Kenneth, it
zoas held that: "the act of sexual intercourse or penetration may be prooed

by direct or circurtstarttial eoidence. Sexual intercourse is prooed by the

aictin{s own eaidence and corroborated uitlt medical or other eaidence." I
beliezte this applies to all sexual offences especially rape and defilement

gioen the prioate nature of the offences.
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5 This sectiott inrplies that eoen zuith or uithout penetratiotr, a sexual act is

committed by mere touching in a sexual ,nanneL the prittate parts of a giil.
It is also trite lau as was held by the Supreme Court in Prittate Wepukhulu

Nyunguli zts. llganda, Criminal Appeal No.27 of 2001 (unreported): that
whether or not sexual intercourse took place in a particular case is a mattet
of fact to be established by the eaidence. Nonnally in sexual offences, the

oictim's eaidence is the best eaidence on the issue of penetration and ezten

itlentification but other cogent eaidetrce ,nay also snffice to protte acts of
sexual intercourse: Also see PATRICK Akol as. Uganda, Supreme Court,

Criminal Appeal No,23 of L992 (unreported)' "

We agree with the learned trial Judge that, following section 129 of the Penal

Code Amendment Act 2007 and the authorities cited, a sexual act is committed

by mere touching in a sexual manner, the private parts of a girl under the age

of 14 years with or without Penetration.

The victim's testimonies, which the trial Judge found to be truthful, clearly

proved beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant performed sexual acts on

the little girls.

As regards the other inconsistencies/contradictions raised by counsel for the

appellant, in regards to:-

1. The retraction of PW1's statement that the appellant had confessed to

committing the offence.

2. Inconsistencies in the prosecution witness evidence as to which exact girls

were quarrelling about who had more money.

3. Inconsistencies as to who told PW3 about what the appellant was doing

to the victims.
4. Inconsistencies as to whether PW4's mother found out about PW4's

defilement while she was in P.4 or P.5.

5. Whether PW5 (the 2"d victim) really knew the appellant as she stated that

when she left the appellant's home, she told the mother what happened

and the appellant was arrested, yet the appellant was arrested under

different circumstances.

A reading of the record of proceedings, disclosed that the above stated

inconsistencies or contradictions are minor as they did not point to
.--
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untruthfulness on the prosecution witnesses' Part. The said

inconsistencies/contradictions are comprehensible. The offence was committed

in201.2while the trial Court hearing took place in2075, the victim's agedT and

12 years could not be expected to remember every little detail of what
transpired in 2012 considering their tender age and the passage of time. What

is important is that the victims were able to articulate the relevant facts of what

transpired between them and the appellant when the offences were committed.

The prosecution evidence provided irresistible inference that it was the

appellant who committed the crime. We therefore find that the learned trial

Judge rightly convicted the appellant for two counts Aggravated Defilement.

Ground 1 therefore fails.

Resolution of ground 2

Counsel for the appellant argued that the trial Judge did not properly take into

account the principle of uniformity and the mitigating factors when sentencing

thereby arriving at a harsh and excessive sentence.

The Supreme Court in Kyalimpa Edward os. Uganda, Criminal Appeal No.70
of 1995, laid down the principles that govern an appellate Court's powers to

interfere with sentence as follows:-

"An appropriate sentence is a matter for the discretion of the sentencing

ludge. Each case presefits its oun facts trpon tohiclr a ludge exercises his
discretiott. lt is the practice that as an appellate Court, this Court toill
not nonnally interfere with the distetion of the sentencing ludge unless

the sentence is illegal, or unless Court is satisfied that the sentence

imposed by the trial ludge uas manifestly so excessiae as to amount to
an injustice. Ogalo s/o Otoura zt. R [19541 2'1 E.A.C.A. 126, R o.

Mohamedali I amal [1948 I 15 E.A.C. A. 726"

The Constitution (Sentencing Guidelines for Courts of fudicature) (Practice)

Directions 2013, provide for the sentencing range for the offence of aggravated

defilement as 30 years and up to death.

In the instant case, the trial Judge while sentencing stated:-
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5 "Tlris case is aery sad, the contsict conld collect a SrouP of girls and call
them one by one and use them sexually uanting them not to tell anybody

else and wanting tlrcm that yort are going to betoitch them.

I belieoe that if you were not caugh| you toould be hatting sex orgasrns in

your garden taking adoantage of these young girls. Court also noted the

fact that there zoere other oictitns in this case but because their mothers

could not afford the money to pay for nreilical examination and transport

for the policernefi yol zoere not charged with these clnrges.

Hozueoer, I also note that the injuries toere not too rtutch, you zuould not
penetrate any of them but I am sure zoith time that zoas going to be your
next step if you uere not interacted. Therefore, there is need to send a

,nessage to the public because you are an old man, i/ you were a small boy

I would understand but a man of almost 20 or 30 years older.

lf you had eaen got this money you uere giaing these children and you

went and paid a prostitute, yon wottld be better off. But you keep

inducing young children utith rnoney 500,1000 that culture should stop so

you are goirtg to seroe as an example to otlrcrs so that other elderly mur

at your age should learn to respect the rights of these young children.

Because most of the people are poor in this country so gitting 500/= 7o o

youttg girl is aery tempting.

Therefore, I am sentencing yott to 3\years imprisotnnent on each corrttt. I
uill redtce 3 years for the period you haae spent ot remand, so you toill
serae 32 Vears ort each coroft and they are to rtor cotrcurrettly."

From the above, the learned trial Judge thoroughly considered both the

aggravating factors and the mitigating factors and rightly used her discretion

to sentence the appellant to 35 years imprisonment on each count, from which

she deducted the 3 years the appellant sPent on remand, which reduced the

sentence to 32 years imprisonment on each count. The sentences were to run

concurrently.

We appreciate the principle of uniformity in sentencing as submitted by counsel

for the appellant. The principle, however, ought to be applied considering the

circumstances of each case along with guidance from the sentencing;rnges
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5 provided by the Constitution (Sentencing Guidelines for Courts of

Judicature) (Practice) Directions 2013, since this case was decided in 2015 when

the sentencing guidelines were already in effect.

The Supreme Court in Criminal Appeal No. 41 of 2016, Katureebe Boaz and

Muhereza Bosco vs. Uganda, stated:-

"Consistency in sentcncing is neither a nritigating ,nr a aggraaating

factor in our aieut to render a sentence passed illegal. Afier consitlering

the mitigating and aggraaating factors, tlrc sentence imposed lies in the

discretion of the Court uhich in exercise thcreof, nmy cortsider sentences

irrrposed in other cases of sinrilar nature."

This Court in Criminal Appeal No. 01.6 of 2013, Asega Gilbert os. Uganda,

confirmed a concurrent sentence of 30 years imprisonment for an appellant who

was convicted of two counts of aggravated defilement. The offences were

committed on victims aged 9 and 6 years old, who were nieces to the appellant.

The Supreme Court in the case of Okello Geoffrey tts. Uganda, Criminal Appeal

No.34 of 2014, confirmed a sentence of 22 years imprisonment as upheld by the

Court of Appeal for the appellant who defiled a child below the age of 18 years.

The authorities above cited demonstrate that the sentencing range for the

offence of aggravated defilement is not limited to 10-15 years as argued by

counsel for the appellant. The sentence imposed in each case lies in the

discretion of the sentencing Court as seen in Katweebe Boaz (9uprn).

ln the instant case, the trial Judge found that the aggravating factors

outweighed the mitigating factors and rightly used her discretion to sentence

the appellant to a concurrent sentence of 32 years imprisonment for two counts

of aggravated defilement, having considered the period spent on remand' In

Aharikunira Yustina vs. Uganda, Supreme Court Criminal Appeal No. 27 of
2015, Court held:-

"There is a high tlresholtl to be met for an appellate court to interttene

uith the smtence handed doutn by a trial judge on grounds of it being

manifestly excessioe. Sentencing is not a mechanical process but a matter
of judicial discretion therefore perfect unifonnity is hardly possible. The
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key word is "manifestly excessiae". Att aooellate court w ill onlu

interaene uhere the sentettce inrposed exceeds the penn issible ra se or
sentence aariatiott."

The sentence of 32 years imprisonment for two counts of aggravated defilement

as imposed on the appellant was well within the permissible sentencing range

of 30 years up to death as provided by the Constitution (Sentencing

Guidelines for Courts of ]udicature) (Practice) Directions 2013.

The sentence was not illegal nor based on wrong principles and neither was it
manifestly harsh nor excessive given the circumstances of this case. We find no

reason for Court to interfere with it.

In the result the appeal is dismissed and the decision of the trial Court is upheld.

Dated at Kampala this. day of ...2022

RICHARD BUTEERA

DEPUTY CHIEF JUSTICE

E ZABE'IIJ MUSOKE

JUSTICE OF APPEAL

CHEBORION BARISHAKI

JUSI'ICE OF APPEAL
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